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Web Appendix: Themes, Take-Aways, and Illustrative Quotes from 

Interviews 

We indicate the participants using numbers, with (1) referring to a senior project manager of 

$100 US mln+ construction projects with 25+ years’ experience, (2) referring to a senior partner 

of 1 US bln+ construction company with 30+ years’ experience, and (3) referring to a senior 

construction partner with 30+ years’ experience ranging from infrastructure, commercial and 

residential construction. 

Theme Key take-away Illustrative quotes 

Pricing Variable pricing involves 

considerably more on-going 

communication than fixed pricing. 

Variable pricing often involves a 

“bills of adjustment” that requires 

significant communication. 

(1) [For fixed pricing] “all comms break 

down” 

 

(2) “The general contractor needs to ask 

lots of detailed questions to the client” 

 

(3) “particularly with variable pricing 

there is a log of back-and-forth as this 

releases funds” 

 

Selection Selection on ability reduces 

coordination problems. Selection on 

ability also involves relationship-

building and socialization, due to the 

interviews and interactions that take 

place during a selection process. 

 

Motivation is, to some degree, part of 

any type of selection process. 

(1) “You are as good as your weakest 

link”, “parties need to show interest in 

the next project” 

 

(2) Good selection criteria for ability 

are “some price”, “previous experience” 

“the people”, “understanding of the 

tasks”, “make sure you see 

commitment” 

 

(3) “selection on capability has a critical 

advantage in that it is more likely to 

assure the contractors survive during 

the project” 

Prior ties Prior ties between key parties help 

establish beliefs, help them read 

(1) The “interplay between 

subcontractor, general contractor, and 

client is where the relationship truly 



contracts correctly, and generally 

reduce ambiguity and uncertainty. 

resides”, “If it is truly relationship-

based, all parties involved need to be of 

the same mind” 

 

(2) Prior ties help “deliver on promises” 

Prior ties help as it “takes time to 

understand beliefs, how they operate, 

how they like you to 

behave”, Conversely, “with new clients 

you protect your position” 

 

(3) “generally, there is a lot of conflict 

over 1) time, 2) money, 3) quality, and 

prior relationships take an unknown 

out”. Prior relationships help parties 

avoid “misreading the contract” or 

argue that they “didn’t see this on the 

plan” 

Cost 

overruns 

Cost overruns have an impact beyond 

the cost overrun itself. This is 

manifested through: 

- a significant impact on supplier 

reputation and a resulting ability to 

secure future work and future 

earnings; 

- litigation as a distinct possibility; 

- significant discussions and intense 

debates around the causes of the cost 

overrun; and 

- parties becoming rigid and 

beginning to interpret the letter but 

not the spirit of the agreement.   

(1) “if there is ill intent or negligence 

we’ll sue ‘em!”, “people avoid you” 

[when cost overruns are significant] 

 

(2) “they [the counterpart] tend to 

become strict and formalize 

everything”, “not complying” [due to 

cost overruns] 

 

(3) “In the US litigation is likely”, 

“huge reputational risk”, “who is to 

blame” 

 


